What's in your Watershed?
A Coastal Clean-Up Event featuring artist sTo Len

Join artist sTo Len, University of New Haven's COASTS project (Citizen Opportunities for Accessing Science Training on the Sound), New Haven Climate Movement, and Save the Sound for a coastal cleanup event at Canal Dock and Long Wharf. Trash collected during this event will be used in sTo Len's solo exhibition at Seton Gallery, To Dissolve into the Hydrocommons, One Drop at a Time.

Opening October 17, Len’s show examines the themes of environmental decay and the interconnectedness of global ecosystems by situating the waterways around the New Haven area as places of artistic exploration.

Saturday, October 8, 12 – 4 p.m.
Canal Dock Boathouse, 475 Long Wharf Dr, New Haven, CT 06511

12-1 p.m.
Talk by artist and UNewHaven Scientists
(Ade Room, Canal Dock)

1-3 p.m.
Coastal cleanup of Long Wharf waterfront

3-4 p.m.
Microplastics Isolation
(Canal Dock Dock Deck)